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QUESTION 1

In which situation would an administrator configure telephony services, but not configure any individual ephones? 

A. Phones that are controlled by Cisco Unified Communications Manager Express 

B. Cisco Unified Communications Manager SRST fallback 

C. Cisco Unified Communications Manager Express with HSRP 

D. Remotely located phones that are controlled by a third-party PBX 

E. This is not a valid scenario. Ephones are always required. 

Correct Answer: B 

Explanation: When a phone registers for SRST service with a Cisco Router and the router discovers that the phone was
configured with a specific extension number, the router searches for an existing prebuilt ephone-dn with that extension
number and then assigns that ephone-dn number to the phone. If there is no prebuilt ephone-dn with that extension
number, the system automatically creates one. In this way, extensions without prebuilt configurations are automatically
populated with extension numbers and features as the numbers and features are "learned" by the Cisco router in SRST
mode when the phone registers to the router after a WAN link fails.
http://www.cisco.com/en/US/docs/voice_ip_comm/cucme/admin/configuration/guide/cmesrst.ht ml 

 

QUESTION 2

Dial peers and gateways are important in the call routing process. The call routing process is done based on the
inbound dial-peer and outbound dial-peer matching process. Which two statements are true? (Choose two.) 

A. Dial peer 0 for inbound POTS peers has a "no ivr application" configuration. 

B. When a Cisco router or gateway receives a call setup request, a digit-by-digit match is used to match against
configured dial peers. 

C. Cisco platforms such as the Cisco AS53xx and AS5800 Series require that a configured inbound dial peer is matched
for incoming POTS calls to be accepted as voice calls. 

D. In order to modify the default interdigit timeout set for 10 seconds, issue this command. interdigit timeouts # seconds
voice-port. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 3

What is the function of TEHO in a path selection strategy? 

A. Allows users to place an intersite call by dialing a site code. 

B. Uses the WAN link for call routing to avoid PSTN charges. 

C. Uses the WAN link for call routing to avoid PSTN charges; in addition, the PSTN breakout should be as close as
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possible to the final PSTN destination. 

D. Defines each site with a unique site code. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

Which type of North American Numbering Plan number code is used to designate a number for special purposes? 

A. easily recognizable codes 

B. carrier identification codes 

C. service codes 

D. Automatic Number Identification II digits 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

The administrator has added a new ephone-dn and a new ephone to the Cisco Unified Communications Manager
Express system, but the new phone will not register with the system. If other phones are operating properly, which of the
following should the administrator do first to try to resolve the issue? 

A. Reboot the router. 

B. Remove the ephone, then re-add the ephone. 

C. Verify that the url authentication is configured for the correct authentication URL. 

D. Verify that the url services is configured to the correct URL for services. 

E. Enter the command no telephony-service, then enter telephony service in global configuration mode. 

F. Enter the command no create cnf-files, then enter create cnf-files under the telephony-service configuration. 

Correct Answer: F 
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